*** Bonuses for WP Dev Suite***
1. WP Plugin Profits
License: Personal use
A must-have for anyone starting a business with WordPress plugins. This PDF is a full transcript
of the video ‘7 Strategies to Profit from Your Own WordPress Plugins’, and it expands on
them by giving you the clever tested-and-proven way to multiply your plugin profits.

2. Affiliate Link Cloaker
License: PLR
This plugin comes with full PLR rights - use it as-is, or modify it with WP Master Developer to
turn it into your own product.
Increase Click-throughs, Protect Commissions, Avoid Spam Filters And Improve Your Link
SEO!
- Create and cloak all of your affiliate links anywhere on your site.
- Protect your hard earned affiliate commissions by hiding your affiliate links.
- Instantly transform those long affiliate URLs into links that look just like any another page of
your site.
- Avoid Spam Filters when sending your links out to your lists.
- Improve link SEO by creating links indexable by Google.
- Increase click-thru rates by hiding obvious affiliate link URLs.
- Install and start using within minutes from now...

3. 60 Photoshop Action Scripts
License: Personal Use. Your creatings can be used in commercial products.
[ Note: if you don’t have Photoshop, you can download the free 30-day trial, and create in one
day all you need for the next year! ]
With WP Dev Suite, you receive the great bonus, 3D Boxes for Your Plugins, with the training
video on how to create them in seconds using Photoshop action scripts…
...but how about 3D items you’ll need? I am talking about:
● Brochures
● Binders
● Bags
● CD’s and DVD’s
● Ezines
● Member cards
● ...and a lot more!
This is where 60 Photoshop Action Scripts come in!

4. Niche Headers
License: Personal Use. Your creatings can be used in commercial products.
Each plugin you create targets a specific niche… and with Niche Headers, you get
professionally-designed header images for 30 niches that you can easily modify to suit your
needs.
Each header image comes in Photoshop PSD format.

5. User Manual Minisite
License: Personal Use. Your creatings can be used in commercial products.
Plugin creators often skimp on how-to-use instructions, providing just a short text file.
User Manual Minisite is a simple HTML template that you can easily modify to provide the user
manual for your plugins.
It comes with with the Photoshop PSD files for all the images used.

6. Instant Website Graphics
License: Personal Use. Your creatings can be used in commercial products.
Regardless of how powerful your plugins are, you need to be able to present them in greatlooking web pages. It is essential that apart from quality, you also provide the perception of
quality.
Having compelling graphics when a new visitors arrives at your website and help boost
conversions and help make you more sales. That's where Instant Website Graphics comes into
play.
Apart from the images you can use immediately in 18 different categories, Photoshop PSD files
are supplied as well, allowing you to easily modify the images to suit your needs.

7. Icon Bundle
License: Personal Use. Your creatings can be used in commercial products.
If you need the icons for your plugins and other products, here’s the collection of 117 icons you
can use instantly in your projects.
Each icon is a 256x256 PNG image with the transparent background.

8. Reggae Stock Audio Tracks
License: Personal Use. Can be used in commercial products.
When you create a demo video to show what your plugin does, including the uplifting
background music greatly helps your product conversion.
Reggae tracks are universally loved, and get people in the right mood to listen to your message.
Download and use Reggae Stock Audio Tracks in your projects.

9. Acoustic Stock Audio Tracks
License: Personal Use. Can be used in commercial products.
Do you prefer acoustic audio tracks to Reggae?
Here’s the collection of 36 acoustic audio tracks that you can use as the background sound
when demoing your plugins and other products.

10. List-Building Videos
Plugins are terrific for building your list, whether you give them for free on your website, on
Wordpress.org, or supply them at low-cost with 100% of the profits going to your JVZoo
affiliate…
...but while WP Dev Suite lets you create your own products in a heartbeat, it does not go into
details on how to quickly grow the massive responsive lists and build trust with your audience.
Watch this set of 12 list-building videos for all the know-how you need.

Buy WP Dev Suite now ====>

